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li ThefunctlonS(e,d;x,y)=~:,“=I~t.,.,e+,x~ m, where tI > 0 is irrational and 
4 is real, satisfies Mahler-type functional equations which enable us to represent it 
by a gap-like series and then by a continued fraction. Using these representations, 
we describe the sequence {[(k + 1) 0 + d] - [kO+ #I};= I by a chain of substitu- 
tions and give algebraic independence results for the values off(E), I$, x, y) at some 
algebraic points when the partial quotients of the continued fraction of 0 are 
unbounded, and irrationality measures for the values at some rational points. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the motivations of the present paper is to investigate the sequence 
{C(k+1)8+~1-[ke+~l)~==, in connection with a billiard problem in 
the unit square stated in Section 2, where 0 > 0 is irrational and 4 is real 
and [t] is the integral part of a real number t. For this purpose it is natural 
to consider the power series 
k=l 
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The last series can be obtained from the function 
(1) 
by specialising to y = 1; namely, we have 
f(e, fj;x, l)= f [@+$I Xk. 
k=l 
Throughout this paper it should be understood that, if kf? + d < 0, then the 
term corresponding to k must be omitted from the sum.f(8,& x, y) is con- 
sidered as a perturbation of the Mahler function CT=, C, G,,cke xkym = 
f(& 0; x, y) which has been treated by many authors. Historical surveys 
and references on the transcendence of the special values of f(0, 0; x, y) 
can be found in [9,10, 123 and some other aspects of the function 
C,“=, [ke] xk =f(e, 0; x, 1) are discussed in, e.g., [ 14, 81. 
f(0, 4; x, y) satisfies certain functional equations ((2), (3) below) which 
with a suitable expansion of 4 related to the continued fraction of 8 enable 
us to represent the function in a series and then in a continued fraction 
whose practical quotients are rational functions of x and y (see Theorem 1 
and Corollary 1 in Section 1). With these representations everything 
proceeds more or less as for the case 4 = 0. In Section 2, the sequence 
{C(k+1)~+~1-Cke+~l)~==l is described by a chain of substitutions. In 
particular, if 8 is quadraic irrational and (b is in the field Q(e), it can be 
written by a fixed point of a substitution. In Section 3, irrationality 
measures for j(e, 4; l/a, l/b), where a, b are integers with 1 a 1 > 2, b # 0, 
are given. Finally Section 4, we prove the algebraic independence of the 
values f(0, 4; ai, /Ii) (i= 1, . . . . n) with some algebraic numbers a and /I, 
when the partial quotients of the continued fraction of 6 are unbounded, by 
using Evertse’s theorem on S-unit equations and non-vanishing of the 
regulator of an algebraic number field. 
1. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Throughout this paper 8 > 0 is irrational. Then f(e, 4; x, y) is a trans- 
cendental function over the field of rational functions for any given real 4 
(see, e.g., [ 111) Assuming for the moment 1 x I< 1 and 1 y I c 1, we have 
f(e,49, Y)=-j-up, -~/~;Y,X)+~~+~(~.B;X,Y), (2) 
k. where S(e, 4; X, y) =x y mo, if k,B + 4 = m, for some positive integers k, 
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and m,; it equals 0, otherwise. Since ~9 is irrational, such a pair (k,, mo) is 
unique, if it exists. The series (1) converges in 1 x 1 < 1, 1 x 11 y I e < 1, while 
in the right-hand side of (2), f( l/0, --4/e; y, x) converges in ) y ) < 1, 
I x I ( y I @ < 1. So the function f( 8,& x, y) defined by (1) can be continued 
analytically in the region. 
It can be shown that, if a > 0 and b are integers, 
so that 
f(a + 8, b + $6 X, Y) = 
Let 8 = [a,; a,, a*, . ..] denote the simple continued fraction of 8, where 
e=a,+e,, a0 = cei, i/e,- 1 = U, + e,, 
a,= [l/6,-,1 (n> 1). (4) 
The nth convergent pn/qn = [a,; a,, . . . . a,] of 0 is given by the recurrence 
relations 
Pn=%Pn-1+Pn-z(n21), p-*=o,p-I= 1, 
qn=%qn-I +4n-2 (n> 117 q-2 = 1, q-1 =o. 
We note that, if n 2 0, 
P”+P”-1= i %P,-,+po+p-I, qn+qn-1= i ~,q,~-l+qo+q-,, 
v=l “=l 
(5) 
eoel.-.e,=(-i)“(qne-Pn). (6) 
We expand 4 in terms of the sequence { 8,, 0,) . . . }. Put 
4=bo-40, bo= -C-41 
4n-lI/~“-l=bn-4%l, b,= -c-4,de,-,i (n21). 
641/42/l-5 
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Then 6, is an integer with 0 d 6,~ a,, + 1 (n 3 I), 0 < 4, < 1 (n > 0), and 
d=b,+ f (-l)“e,e,...e,..,b,+(-l)N~le,e,...e,_,~, (N>O). 
l7=I 
(8) 
Since 8, ~, 0, < l/2 and 8, ~, 6, < 2, the series 
% 
@=b,+ C (-1)“8,8,...8,~1b,=bo.b,bz..., say (9) 
n=l 
is convergent. The series terminates if and only if 4, = 0 for some n >, 0, or 
what amounts to the same thing, b, + i = 0 for some n > 0. In this case, if 
N is the smallest integer n for which 4,, = 0, then b, = 0 for all n > N and 
Otherwise, b, 3 1 and 0 < c$,, < 1 for all n > 1. 
Suppose that 6(8,, - 4,; x, y) #O for some n 3 0, or equivalently, 
k,B, - 4, = m, for some n 2 0 and positive integers k, and m,. Then it 
follows from (6) and (8) that 
d=b,+ E b,p,-,+m,p,-,+k,p,- i b,q,~,+m,q,~,+k,q, 8. 
“Zl “=l > 
Therefore, we have the following 
LEMMA 1. Let 8 > 0 be irrational and $ be real. I f  
k0 + 4 # m for all integers k ( 2 1) and m, (10) 
then we have 
s(e,, -f$,;x,y)=O forall n>O. 
Remark 1. Let 0 and I# be as in Lemma 1. If 
for some integers k, (2 1) and m,, then by (1) 
f (e,tk X, V) = ~(4 ~)iu -4 + x9m”fut 0; X, 19, 
where p(x, y) is a polynomial with integral coefficients, and in the last term 
4 = 0 satisfies the condition (10). 
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EXAMPLE 1. Assuming (10) and 0~0~1, -l<Q)<O, we have by (1) 
and (2) 
l-x Cc =x 1 [@+4-j xk= c x~~+“~‘, (x(-Cl. 
k=I k=l 
In what follows, we assume (10) unless mentioned otherwise. It follows 
from (2), (3), and Lemma 1 that 
x Y -_ 
=l-x1-y 
bo XY”O Y 
--+Yv-(eo, -h3;xyao,Y) 
y l-xy”Ol-y 
and 
f(em -A; XT Y) 
h+1 
p.+1 Y x =x --xbn+If@,+,, -(bnfl;Xan+‘y, x) 
1 -xQ+‘y 1 -x 
(11) 
for n > 0. Hence we get 
+ (- l)“x’“y’“f(6,, -4N; .PyP”, X-‘y-‘), 
where 
s,= i bvpv-, (n>O), s,=O(n<O), 
“=O 
(12) 
t,= i bvqv-l @2-O), t, = 0 (n CO), 
V=O 
and b, is defined by (7). Therefore we have the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 > 0 be an irrational number and 4 be a real number 
satisfying (10). Then we have 
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where p,lq, is the n th convergent of 6’ and t,, s,, are defined hi (12). The 
series converges in the region ) x / / y Jil < 1 except at points (x, y) such that 
xYnyPn = 1 for some n 2 0. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that 
where 
and 
en= 
1 _ yhypn xy”o + bo 
x9o + ?T, yP” + cn 1 _ xyao 
a,,=b,p,-,+b,-,p,-,+ ... (n>,OL 
z,=b,q,_,+b,p,q,-,+ ... (n20) 
with b, = 0 (n < 0). Noticing that Q, = 1 and putting 
An=(Q,-Qn-2)/Q,-, (na1) 
we have the following 
COROLLARY 1. Let 8 and 4 be as in Theorem 1. Then we have 
( > 3 2f(~4kX,y)=CAO;Al,A2,...], 
where the A,, (n > 0) are defined above. The nth convergent [Ao; A,, . . . . A,,] 
is given by P,/Q,, where 
P-1 = 1, Po = -40, P,=A,P,-,+P,-, (nal), 
Q-1 =O, Qo=L Q,=A.Q,-I+Q,-,(~~~). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 8 and q3 be as in Theorem 1. If 0 c 8 < 1 and 
-l<qS<O, then we have 
( > e 2f(e,~;x,y)=CO;Al,Az,...,, 
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where 
l-X4”yPn x 
Q,= yPn+a”l--X XY” + 1. 
(n>,O) 
and 
A”=x- 4n+q”-l--m+~.-l Y -Pn+Pn-l-~n+~n~l 
X 
1 ~Xq.yP.~(X”“-lyP.-r)~a.+b”~ (1 -X4n-2yPn-2) 
1 - xqn-‘YPn-’ 
(nB 1). 
2. THE SEQUENCE {[(k+1)8+qil-C~~+~1}km_l 
To investigate the sequence in the title of this section we may assume the 
condition (lo), since if kc,0 + 4 = m. for some integers k, ( 3 1) and 
m,, [(k+1)8+4]-[k0+$]=[(k--k,+1)0]-[(k-k,)0]. Further- 
more, we may assume 0 < 8 < 1 and - 1 < 4 ~0. Then it follows from 
Example 1 that 
We shall study the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the function 
(( 1 - x)/x)f(& 4; x) at x = 0. By Example 2 we have 
( 1 
5 ‘f(e,O;x, l)=~irn$$$=~lii~~, (14) 
where 
P,*(x) = Xqn+‘“pn, Qn*(X) = (1 - X4”)/( 1 - x) (n > 1). 
Here it follows from Corollary 1 and Example 2 that 
P,*(x) = A,*(x) P,*Ml(x) + x(~“+~~)~~-~ PfpZ(x) (n> 1) (15) 
with P*_,(x) = 1, P;(x) = 0, where 
A,*(x) = 
1 -x4”-x(~“+~nh-I(l -x4n-2) 
1 -x%-l (n> 1). (16) 
We first give the proof of our theorem when 4 = 0. Although the result 
(Theorem 2) is known in this special case (see, e.g., [4]), it provides a 
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natural introduction to the case of C$ =O. Since q5=0, (10) is satisfied. It 
follows from (15) and (I 6) that 
P,*(x)=P,*~,(x)+.u~~“P,T~~(x)+ “. 
+ pn- (1% I p* ,I , (x) + A!“+ tP;-,(x) 
for n 2 1, where PT, (x) = 1, P$(s) = 0. Here it can be shown by induction 
on n that 
ord,=,P,*(x)=a,, 
I +(-1)” 
degP,*(x)=q,- 2 (n> 1x 
and so 
ord, =0 xyn-’ PX- 1 (x) - deg P,*- 1 (x) 
=ord,=oxu~n-i~~_2(x)-degx’“n-“Yn-lP,*_,(x) 
=a +I+(-1)“-‘,1 
1 
2 ’ 
(n>/3). 
Hence P,*(x) converges in 1 x I< 1 to a power series as n + co, and hence 
(13) and (14) yield 
k-f, (C(k+1)81-Ckel)xk=~~~ P,*(x), (Xl-Cl. 
Therefore we obtain the following 
THEOREM 2. Let 8 = [O; a,, a*, . ..I be irrational and let p,/q,, = 
co; 01, . . . . a,,]. Then we have 
([(k+1)8]-[kB]}~z1= lim wn, 
n + zi 
where w, is the sequence of length qn whose terms are 0 or 1 defined by 
wg=o, w, = O...Ol, ~,=w,_~...w,_~w,~~(n~2) 
al ~ 1 times an times 
and lim, _ m w, is the infinite sequence of 0, 1 whose first qn terms coincide 
with those of w,. 
The construction of w, has a natural interpretation into the language of 
substitutions. Let Z = {a, b, . . . . d} be the set of finite symbols a, 6, . . . . d and 
C* be the free monoid generated by a, b, . . . . d; namely, C* is the set of all 
finite words on a, b, . . . . d including the empty word E, in which the product 
of two words II, v E C* is defined by the concatenation uv. A substitution a 
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on C* is an endomorphism on C *. Let C” be the set of all infinite words 
on a, b, . . . . d. A substitution e on C* can be extended to C” by defining, 
for a given w  = wr w2 . ..C” (w,E~), a(w)=o(w,)a(w,).-.( EP). A fixed 
point of a substitution (r is an infinite word w  G ,E’” such that G(W) = w. We 
remark that any substitution g on Z” of the form 
o(a)=au (u#e), o(b) #E, . . . . o(d) #E 
has the unique fixed point w  prefixed by a, namely, 
w  = auo(u) c?(U). . . .z=. 
(17) 
Here the product 00 r of two substitutions cr and z on C* is defined by 
oor(u)=o(z(u)) (uEC*), and #=~oa”-‘. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 = [O; a,, a2, . ..I be irrational. We define the 
substitution gi on {a, b}* by 
and put 
WI=0 0,-1(a) with a=O, b= 1, w,,=O, 
w, = 0,” (a) with a=wHP,,b=w,+,(n>2). 
Then we have 
([(k+1)6]-[k6]),“=,= lim w,. 
n-cc 
Corollary 2 is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
be 
If 0 is a quadratic irrational, the sequence ( [(k + 1) $1 - [ke] )F= 1 can 
given as a fixed point of a certain substitution. Let 8, 0 < 0 < 1, be a 
quadratic irrational. Then 8 can be written as a periodic continued fraction 
8 = [O; a,, . . . . aj, aj+, , . . . . ai+,]. 
a b 
Fig.l. The word )t',, (n>2) 
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u,,_, A /n \ . /& ... pR f K\ 
a...~ b...a...n b a...a...a b...a...a b a a...a b.,, 
o...o l...O...O 1 o...o...o l...O...O 1 0 ()...o I,.. 
Fig. 2. The sequence {[(k + 1) Q] - [k&J jr= ,. 
Let (T be the substitution on (0, 1 } * defined by 
a=a (I, - 10 aa 0 . . . 0 aa,, 
where a denotes the identity map when j= 0. Put a = a(O), b = 
a( 1) E { 0, 1 } *, and define the substitution z on {a, 6) * by 
which is of the form (17). 
COROLLARY 3. Let 9 be a quadratic irrational with 0 < 0 < 1. Then with 
the notations as above 
{ CW + 1) 01 - WI},“=, = da, b; ~1, 
where w(a, 6; T) is the fixed point of T prefixed by a. 
Now we consider the sequence (12) with 4 f0. We put for brevity 
A,* = A,*(x), 
7r,=x-+v,*(x), X, = xq” (n > 1). 
Then it follows from (15) and (16) that 
n,=A,*n,,-, +X;T+a,-, (na2), 7co=o, x,=1, (18) 
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where 
=(1-X,)(1+X,-,+ ... +x2:,‘)+x2P,+ .I. +x:2? 
LEMMA 2. We have 
7cL,=a,+p,-x,a, (n> 11, 
where/?,=O,cz,=O,P,=l,andifn~2 
c1,=c(,-I +(1+X,-,+ ... +x$I,‘)p,f-,, 
Bn=(X~pl+X$+ll+ ... +x~“~-‘)p,_1+x~+~x~-:8,_,. 
--I 
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(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Proof Equation (20) is true if n = 1. Let n 2 2 and assume that it is true 
up to n - 1. Then it follows from (18), (19), and (20) with n - 1 that 
~,=A,*(l-X,-,)cr,_,+A,*a,-,+x~~~7~,-~ 
=(l-x,)(a,-,+(l+x,~,+ ... +x$:,‘)j?-r} 
+ (X2- 1 + . . + xz’p - ’ )B,-,+x~+~{n,-,-(1-X,-,)a,-,}. 
Here using (20) with n - 2, we have 
n,_,-(l--X,~,)cr,_,=X~-:B,-, 
and hence (20) follows. 
The following lemma gives the order at x = 0 and the degree of a,, and 
/I, as polynomials in x. 
LEMMA 3. We have for n B 2 
ord, = 0 tl, = 0, dega,=(b,-l)q,-,+degB,-,, 
orLJ,= i b-1, deg B1 = 0, 
v=2 
degP,=ord,=,B,+q,-a,- 
l+(-l)n 
2 . 
Proof: We prove only the last equality. It is true for n = 2, 3. Let n 3 4 
and assume that it is true up to n - 1. Then we have 
deg XT>> X2:; /I, - z - deg X2?+ - ’ /I,, _ I 
=deg8,_,-degB,-,+b,q,~,+q,-,=q,_,+(-l)”-’, 
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by the induction hypothesis, and this is positive. Hence we get 
deg8,=a,q,~,+b,,q,~~,+b,, ls,,-~2+degb,- 2, 
which yields the last equality in the lemma. 
Now we can prove that the polynomials tl,, CI, + ,9,, and rc, converge to 
the power series 
lim c(,= lim (c(,+/In)= lim 7tII,=YalPbl lim P,*(x) 
n - K n + 32 n - a* n+m 
in 1 XI < 1 as n + co. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 
that in (21), dega,-,<ord,=,j?,_, and lim,,,dega,=co, so that ~1, 
and c(, + p, converge to a power series lim,, rl, cx,, = lim(a, + b,) in 
1 x 1 < 1. Furthermore, deg a, < deg /I, because ord /I, - deg CI, = a, + (l/2) 
(1+(-l)“), by Lemma3. So, in the equation rc,,=~1,~~+(c(,-~~~~)+ 
Bn-Xn% we have deg G1,~3<ord(a,-a,_,)=ord8,_,<ordB, and 
degcc,_,<2q,_,<q,=ordX,cr,. Hence lim,,, rc,=lim,,,, a,. 
Noticing that lim, _ oc, Q:(x) = l/( 1 -x), we have by (13) and (14) 
Therefore we obtain the following 
THEOREM 3. Let 8 be irrational with 0 < 8 < 1 and - 1~ 4 < 0. We 
assume the condition (10). Then we have 
(C(k+1)8+~]-[ke+~l},“=,= lim u,u,, 
n - Ix) 
where u,, v, E { 0, 1) * are given by 
vg = 0, u,=o.*.o, u*= O**.Ol, 
61 times a~ - 1 times 
u,=u,-1 v,pl’-.u,-l, u,=u,-~~-~v,-~ une2 (n>2). 
b, times a. times 
Here a, is the nth partial quatient of the simple continued fraction of 8 and 
b, is defined by (7). 
u,, and v, in Theorem 3 can be described by a chain of substitutions as 
in the following. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let 0 and I$ be as in Theorem 3. Let oii be the 
substitution on {a, 6, c} * defined by 
Then u,, v, (n 2 1) in Theorem 3 are given by 
with 
uI =ab,a,--l(a)y u1 = ob,+, (b) with a = E, b = 0, c = 1, 
4 = abnan(a), v, = ab,a, (b) 
a=u,-,, b=v,-1,c=v,-z(n>2). 
Corollary 4 is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 
If 8,0< 8 < 1, is quadratic irrational and the expansion (9) of 
4, - 1 < 4 < 0, is periodic, we can write 
0 = CO; a,, . . . . a,-, aj+ 1, -., aj+ ,I, 
~=O,b,..,b,b,,,...b,+,, 
where a,*, ,, . . . . a,++, and bT+ 1, . . . . b,*,, indicate periods of these expansions. 
Let 0 be the substitution on {a, b, c} * defined by 
where a denotes the identity map when j = 0. Putting 
u(a, 6, cl = a(a), v(a, b, cl = a(b), w(a, b, c) = a(c) 
and replacing a, b, c by 0, 0, 1, respectively, we get 
u = u(0, 0, 1 ), u = v(0, 0, 1 ), w=w(O,O, l)E (0, l}*. 
U,t’,=U,~,V”-~~~~V”~, o.-, -.’ L’,- 1 v,-2 
Fig. 3. The word U,V, (n>2). 
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Fig. 4. Thesequence {[(k+l)Q+d]-[kO+4]},“=,. 
We then define the substitution t on {u, II, w} * by 
f=O b, + I a, + I ogb,+~u,+20 .-- “b,+ca,+,’ 
which is of the form (17). 
We remark that, if 8>0 is quadratic irrational, then the expansion (9) 
of 4 is periodic if and only if 4 is in the field Q(e) (see [7, Theorem 1 ] ). 
Thus we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5. Let 0 and 4 be as in Theorem 3. Zf 8 is quadratic 
irrational and 4 is in the field Q(O), then under the notations as above 
{ [(k + 1) e + 41- t-ke +41);~ 1 = w, 0, W; d, 
where w(u, v, w; t) is the fixed point of z prefixed by u. 
Remark. Our results in this section can be applied to a kind of billiard 
problem. Let S be the unit square with four sides a = ((0, y) IO < y < 1 }, 
b= {(x,O)~O~x~l}, a’= {(l,y)l O,<y< l}, and b’= {(x, l)[ O<x< l}. 
We consider a particle starting at a point P in S with constant velocity 
along a vector u = ( 1, e), where 8 > 0 is irrational, and is reflected at each 
side specularly. Writing down the names a, 6, a’, b’ of the sides which the 
particle hits in the order of collision, we have an infinite sequence w  of 
a, b, a’, b’. The problem is to describe o in terms of 8 and the coordinates 
of the starting point P. We note that a and a’ appear in o alternately and 
the same is true for b and 6’. Thus we may identify a’ with a and b’ with 
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b, and get a new sequence o* of (I and b only. By symmetry with respect 
to the sides, the sequence o* remains unchanged, if we replace S by the 
torus and imagine that the particle does not reflect at the sides but passes 
through them. Moreover we may assume that 0 < 19 < 1, replacing a by b if 
necessary, and that the starting point P is on the side a, neglecting the first 
symbol a in o* if P is on b. Now let us consider S to be the square 
[O,l)x[-1,0) in the (x,y)-plane, and set u=(l,8) with 0<8<1, 
P = (0, 4) with - 1 < 4 < 0. We attach the symbols a and b to the intersec- 
tionpointsoftheliney=8x+~withthelinesx=k(ldkE~)andy=m 
(0 6 mu Z), respectively. Tracing these symbols a and b along the line 
y = 0x + I+$ we obtain the sequence o * described above. If we denote the 
sequence {[(k+1)8+~]-[k0+q3]}~S1 of 0,l by w(O,l), we have 
~(a, ub) = w*. Therefore a solution of our problem can be found in 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 and their corollaries. 
3. IRRATIONALITY MEASURES 
In this section, we shall estimate the irrationality measure for the number 
f(0,& l/u, l/b), where a, b are integers with 1 a 1 > 2, b # 1. For an irra- 
tional number a, let M(a) denote the set of all p > 0 for which there exists 
Q0 = Qo(a, /J) > 0 such that 1 a - P/Q I > QPP for all integers Q ( > Q,) and 
P. The irrationality meusure p(a) of a is defined by 
p(a) = inf M(a) (2 2). 
If M(a) = 4, p(a) = cc and a is called a Liouville number. We note that 
Ataa + b)l(ca + 4) = Aa) (22) 
for all integers a, b, c, d with ad - bc # 0. 
THEOREM 4. Let 8 > 0 be irrational and 4 be real. rf the expansion of 4 
defined by (9) is terminating, we have 
P(f(o,(k l/U, i/b))=i+x [U,;U,-,,...,U,]>z 
"-CC 
for all integers a, b with I a ) 2 2, b # 0, where 8 = [a,, ; a,, u2, . ..I. In 
particular, the number f (0, 4; l/a, l/b) is transcendental. 
Remark. If we choose 4 = 0, (Z 3 ) a > 2, and b = 1, we have the result 
obtained independently by Adams and Davison [ 11, Bijhmer [2], and 
Bundschuh [3]. 
641/42/l-6 
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ProoJ: We may assume 0 < 8 < 1, - 1 < 4 d 0, and the condition ( 10). 
Then it follows from Corollary 1 with (22) that 
where c1= [O; A,, A*, . ..I. This implies that c( is irrational. 
By assumption b, = 0 for all large n, and so rsm = CT,, z, = t, for all large 
m, n. Hence 
for all large n, so that there is an integer D for which DP,, DQn E Z (n 3 1). 
Let P, Q be given integers with (P, Q) = 1. We may assume that Q is 
sufftciently large. Since 1 Q,,l is monotone increasing for large n and 
lim, + oo (Q,l = 00, there is an n=n(Q) such that 
IQ,1 G4DQ<IQ,+,I. 
We assume first that P/Q # PJQ,. Then 
I DQn(a - P/Q)1 3 I D(PQ, - QPNQ -D I Q,a - P, I 2 WQ), 
noticing that D(PQ, - QP,) # 0 is an integer and 
l/(2 I Qn + I I ) G I Qna - P, I G 2/l Qn + 1 I 
for all large n. Hence we get 
I a - P/Q I > WDQ I Qn I) b 1/W2Q2). 
If P/Q = P,/Q,, we have by the first inequality of (23) 
1 a- p/Q I > 1/2(4DQ)-“W IQ.+IQ.I~/~‘X(~~Q) 
with 
-log lQ,Qtz+~l 
k!! log(4DQ) 
----wIQn+,I d 1 + lim 
n-m log IQ,1 
(23) 
=l+~qn+~logI.l+p,+,loglbI 
n-tm q,,log lal+p,logIbl 
=l+lim4”+’ 
n-cc q,, ’ 
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Thus we obtain 
On the other hand, the second inequality of (23) yields 
I~-DP,/(DQ)I ~2(~~,)-(loglQ,+lQ.I)/I~gIoQ.l 
and therefore 
Noticing that lim qn + Jq,, > 1, the last statement follows from Roth’s 
theorem. ’ t O” 
THEOREM 5. Let 8>0 be irrational and 4 be real. Then there is an 
absolute constant C> 1 such that 
for all integers a, b with I a I 2 2, b # 0. In particular, f (0, 4; l/a, l/b) is a 
Liouville number if and only if the partial quotients a, of 8 are unbounded. 
Proox It is enough to estimate P(M). We may assume that the expan- 
sion (9) of 4 is non-terminating, namely b, B 1 for all n k 1, and so A, is 
a rational number with 
Putting 
D,= a’n-lb”n-l l--j (a4’bP,,- 1) 
(n2 11, 
“=I 
we have D, A, . .. A, E h, so that D, P,, D,Q, E E. Here 
logD,= 1 q +z _ 
( 
11: If n I)loglal+(~~~p,+~.~,)loglbl+~(l), (24) 
loglQ,l=(q,+~,)logla/+(p,+~,)log/bl+~(~). (25) 
Hence 1 Q, I/D, _ 1 is monotone increasing for all large n and lim, _ o. ( Q, I/ 
D,- , = 00. Now let P, Q be given integers with (P, Q) = 1. We may assume 
that Q is suficiently large. Then there is an integer n = n(Q) such that 
IQ,I/D,-,~Q<IQ,+,l/D,. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of the preceding theorem. 
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4. TRANSCENDENCE AND ALGEBRAIC INDEPENDENCE 
If 4 = 0, transcendence and algebraic independence of the values of the 
function f(0, 0; x, v) at some algebraic points are established in [6,9, 121. 
If the partial quotients {a,} of 0 are unbounded, a stronger result on 
algebraic independence can be obtained, even for any real 4, by the method 
developed in [ 121. 
THEOREM 6. Let 8 > 0 have an unbounded partial quotient in its simple 
continuedfraction and let 4 be real. Denote the nth convergent of 8 by p,,/q,,. 
If a,, p,, . . . . a,, j?, are algebraic numbers with 
O< lclil IBil”< l and cxy”Bf” # 1 (k 2 0) (i= 1, . . . . n) 
such that at least one of cri/aj and /Ii/p, is not a root of unity for i#j, then 
f (4 4; @I, PI 19 .. ..f (03 4; %Y 8,) are algebraically independent. 
We prepare some notations and lemmas. In what follows K denotes an 
algebraic number held. An equivalence class of non-trivial valuations on K 
is called a prime on K. S, and S, denote the set of all primes and the set 
of all infinite primes on K, respectively. For every prime v on K lying above 
a prime p on Q, we choose a valuation 1.1 f, such that 
where K, and Q, denote the completions of K at v and Q at p, respectively. 
Then we have the product formula 
JJ Iul,=l (aeK,a#O). 
OGSK 
For any projective point x = (x0 : x, : , . . : x,) in P”(K), we define the height 
of x by 
H(x) = HK(X) = n max(lxol,, Ix, I”, . . . . Ix,lJl 
VESR 
which is well-defined because of the product formula. We put 
h(a) = hK(a) = H( 1: a) (a E K). 
Then we have the fundamental inequality 
-logh(a)< c log IuI,<logh(a) (~1 E K, a # 0), 
VSS 
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where S is any subset of S,. If a E K, then h(u) = 1 if and only if tl is a root 
of unity or 0, h(a)= h(a-I), and h(a”)=h(or)“. Furthermore, if 
a 1, . . . . a,,, E K 
h(a,+ ..’ +a,,)<m”h(a,).-.h(a,), d= [K:Q], 
MaI . ..a.)<h(a,)...h(a,). 
Let S be a finite subset of S, including S, and let c, d be constants with 
c > 0, d> 0. A projective point x E P”(K) is called (c, d, S)-admissible if its 
homogeneous coordinates x0, x,, . . . . x, can be chosen such that all xi are 
S-integers, i.e., 1 xi ( v < 1 for u $ S, and 
The following theorem is due to Evertse [S]: Let c, d be constants with 
c > 0, 0 4 d < 1. Then there are only finitely many (c, d, S)-admissible 
points x = (x0 : x, : . . . : x,) E P”(K) satisfying 
but 
x,+x,+ ... +x,=0 
x,, + Xi, + . ‘. + Xi$ # 0 
for each proper, non-empty subset {i,, i,, . . . . is} of (0, 1, . . . . n}. 
LEMMA 4. Let 8 be irrational. Zf a and B are nonzero elements in an 
algebraic number field K such that at least one of a and fl is not a root of 
unity, then 
for some v E S,. 
ProoJ: Assume that [alO< ISlz f or all u E S,. Then by the product for- 
mula Ial,=I/?I~ for all UES~, and so la1,=1/?1,=1 for all uoSK\S,, 
since 8 is irrational and I a 1 v, 1 fi I v are some powers of a rational prime 
provided u E S,\S, . Hence a and fi are units in K. We can write 
a=cqf...qt (i ,,..., j,EZ), 
j?=pji;.-rj+ (j;,...,j;EZ), 
where [, [’ are roots of unity and q 1, . . . . ql with r + 1 = 1 S, 1 are generators. 
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For different primes v, , . . . . v, E S, , we have 
lal,,=Ir,l,I:.“lr,II: 
so that 
(j,-iie)log IvLlo,+ ... +(j,-.O)log Irl,l,,=O (i = 1, . . . . v) 
with 
Hence we get 
11% IQ-1 IL!, .'. 1% lvrl,, 
j, = j; 6, . . . . j, = jL8. 
# 0. 
Here, by the assumption of the lemma, at least one of j,, . . . . j,, j;, . . . . j: is 
different from zero, and therefore 8 is rational, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 5. Let x1, . . . . a,, /?, , . . . . /I, be nonzero elements in an algebraic 
numberfield K such that at least one of cli/c(, and flJ/?, is not a root of unity 
for each i#l. Let (ek}FSl and {fk)pzl b e se q uences of positive integers 
with lim, _ ou ek = lim, _ o. fk = co such that ek/fk converges to an irrational 
number as k+ co. Let {Aik}FC1 (i= 1, . . . . n) be n sequences of elements in 
K satisfying the following conditions: 
0) Alk#O (k> 1) 
(ii) lim, _ ~ (logh(A,))/f,=O(l<i<n). 
Let 0 < r < 1. Then we have 
for all large k. 
Proof We may assume fi E K and I . I 2 = I . I “,, for some v0 E S, . Let 
S be a finite subset of S, containing S, and all divisors of tq, Bi (1 G i < n). 
We may assume without loss of generality that all A, ( 1 d i < n, k 2 1) are 
algebraic integers, since for each k there is an integer D, with 1 < D, < 
n;=, h(A,) such that DkAlk, . . . . DkAnk are algebraic integers. Then 
AjkafBSk (1 d i < n, k B 1) are S-integers. 
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We prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 1, the statement follows 
from (i), (ii), and the fundamental inequality. Let n 3 2. We assume that 
;gl Aikapp9” = 0 (27) 
holds for all k belonging to an infinite set Q, of positive integers. By the 
induction hypothesis, no proper subsum of the left-hand side of (27) 
vanishes, provided that k E D i is large. 
In particular, A ik # 0 ( 1 < i < n) for all large k E Q i. Then, putting 
H, := H(A,,apPek. ... 1 ’ : Ankafljek) n 5 
we have 
Hk>H(a-fj?y: ... : at/l:) fi h(A,) 
i i=l 
aH(l: (a21a,)h WPIYk) fi &A,) 
1 
(28) 
i= 1 
for all large k E Q, . Here we can find a constant C> 1 independent of k 
such that 
H(1: (a21allfk (B2/PlYk) > Cfk 
holds for all large k. Indeed, it follows from Lemma 4 that 
(29) 
for some UES~, where w  =lim k+mek/fk. If i/r2/f11io>1, we choose v>o 
such that I az/al 1 u > 1 &//Ii I GO+*~. Then 
I~2/~11uIB~IP~I~i~~lD~/P~I~‘~~o+29~IBzlB~Ili~~ 
for all large k. If 1 PJP, Iv = 1, then 
Finally, if I /12//?i Iv < 1, we choose q > 0 such that 1 a2/a, ID > I p2/f11 1 ;0-2q. 
Then 
In any case, we can choose a constant C> 1 satisfying (29). Combining 
(28), (29), and (ii), we have 
lim Hk= 00. 
R,ek-cc 
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It follows from Evertse’s theorem that (A,,cr~ajk:...:Anka~p~) is not 
( 1, l/2, S)-admissible; namely 
i= I L’ES r=l CES I=1 
for all large k E 0,. This together with (28) and (29) implies that 
for all large kEQ,, which contradicts condition (ii). Therefore we have 
for all large k. 
Now we assume 
i Aikapj?flr #O (30) 
i=l 
that the inequality 
l,gl Aik@8?1< IaPP;kI yJk (31) 
holds for all k belonging to an infinite set 52, of positive integers. Let bk be 
defined by 
i A,ap/?Pk+dk=O. (32) 
i= 1 
Then dk is an S-integer. By the induction hypothesis, (30) and (31), no 
proper subsum of the left-hand side of (32) vanishes for all large kE Qz. 
Noticing that A, # 0 (1 6 i< n) for all large k E Q,, we have again (28), 
which together with (29) and (ii) yields limQ,S, _ o. Hk = co, so that 
Hk<H(Alkaf/P..... A,,kafjYk.Sk)+ cc I’ . n . (Q,sk+ co). 
It follows from Evertse’s theorem that, if 0 < E < 1, (Alkap/3y : . . ’ : 
Ankaf/?:: 6,) E P”(K) is not (1, 1 -E, S)-admissible, namely 
(33) 
for all large k E 52,. Here we have 
“js JJ, IAikaPB?l.~ fi MA,) 
r=l 
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and by (31), (32) 
so that the left-hand side of the inequality (33) is not greater than 
nd(~,h(A1))2H(a~~;k:...:ai:~~)y2~. 
This together with (33) and the left-hand side of (28) implies that 
.d(~,h(A*)))j’*aH(a~Pi’:-:ol!*P:”). 
holds for all large k E Q,. Therefore, using the condition (ii), we get 
2 logy > -& En (log H(Ol$/3;k :. . . : c&P’)/fk. n R2ek-m IT, 
Noticing that (log H(apb;” : . . . . @py))/fk is bounded and letting E + 0, 
we obtain 
which contradicts the assumption 0 < y < 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let 0 = [a,,; a,, a2 , ,..I be the simple continued fraction of an 
irrational number 6 with p,,/q” = [a,; a,, . . . . a,], and let 4 = 6, .b, b, . . . be 
the expansion of 4 defined by (9). Put 
k 
ek= c bKpK-l+pk+pk-17 fk= i b,q,-,+qk+qk-,. 
K=l lC=l 
Then we have lim, _ co ek = hm, _ m fk = CC and 
ekffk = e + O( llak) 
a~ k + OC), where the constant implied in the O-function is absolute. 
ProoJ It follows from (5) that 
: b,P,- 1<4Pk, r: bL ,G%,. 
lc=, +=I 
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Hence we get 
=hkpk !/qk+O(pk ~I/qk)=ehl;/ak+O(l/a,) 
(~,b,y,~,)lg,=bk/ak+O(la,). 
Therefore we obtain 
ek 8 + 8bk/ak + o( l/ak) 
fk= 1 +b,/a,+O(l/a,) =e+o(l’ak). 
Proof of Theorem 6. We may assume 0 < 8 < 1, - 1 < 4 < 0, and (lo), 
because of (2), (3), and remark 1. Suppose that the numbers 
tr :=f(e, Cp; clj, Pi) (1 <i<n) 
are algebraically dependent. Then there is a nonzero polynomial P(x) of 
x = (Xl) . . . . x,~) with algebraic coefficients such that 
P(5) =o, 5 = (51, . ..1 5,). 
We may assume that P(x) is of the minimum total degree among such 
polynomials and that 
Let K be an algebraic number field containing a,, /?i, . . . . CI,, 8, and all the 
coefficients of P(x). If follows from Theorem 1 that 
where ek and fk are given in Lemma 6. We put 
5(k) = (r,(k), ...T t;,(k)). 
Then we have 
-P(m)) = P(r) - P(Hk)) 
(35) 
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where J = (j, , . . . . j,) with j, being nonnegative integers and ) JJ , J!, and 
(5 - r(k)) are defined in the usual way. 
Since {uk} is unbounded, there is an infinite set 52 of positive integers 
such that 
lim ak= co. 
L?sk+oz 
Then we have by Lemma 6 
and iim k-co ek=Iimk+dk= 03. In the rest of the proof, we always 
assume that k is an element in Q. Choosing p such that 
max Iail IBile<p< 1, 
1 ci<n 
we have 
I tie tick)1 G clP’ (1 <isn), 
where cr, c2, . . . are positive constants independent on k, so that 
I P(t(k))l G cd- 
At the same time, we have 
h(P(Uk))) < c@-‘. 
We note here that 
hm fk jqk - , = a. 
k+m 
By (36), (37), (38), and the fundamental inequality, we get 
P(tW)) = 0. 
It is easily seen that 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
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This together with (35) and (39) leads to 
Hence 
(40) 
where 
‘4, = g (5(k)) 
(-ljk-’ EK 
I 1 -C(r’-lp’ . 
We remark that A, # 0 (i = 1, . . . . n) for all large k, by (34), and 
lim (log h(A.))lf, = 0 (1 bi6n) 3 
k-s 
by (38). Thus all the conditions in Lemma 5 are satisfied. Therefore, 
choosing y with p < y3 < 1, we get 
for all large k. This inequality and (40) yield 
yfk < c,pYk. 
Since i& _ m fk/qk d 3, We obtain 
Y3dP, 
which is a contradiction. 
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